CORE GAZETTE: JUNE 2019
Welcome to YOUR Core Gazette. We have some exciting changes coming; for
example:
•

Contests

•
•

Colouring Pages
Word Finds

The idea behind the Core Gazette is to highlight the awesome community of APPLE
and we can’t do that without help from the students. The more you participate,
the better the issue!

I encourage you to send me anything YOU want to see included in the Core Gazette
including:
•
•
•

Drawings
Photos you’ve taken
Jokes

•

Stories you’ve created

Make sure to include your name and teacher’s name and send them to
coregazette@appleprogram.ca

Welcome to the new Core Gazette format. I look forward to publishing YOU!

Rebecca Summerfield
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MEET YOUR CORE GAZETTE EDITOR!!!!
REBECCA SUMMERFIELD
Hello APPLE family,
My name is Rebecca Summerfield and this is my second year on the Core Gazette. Last
year I was a Co-editor and this year I’m the Editor.
My daughter, Lizzie, is in the Apple Program and I also have a son that’s in highschool.
I work at Fanshawe College as a Career Services Consultant. Every day I get to help
college students gain the job search skills necessary to be successful in their careers. It’s
an honour to contribute to the future of a student, one student at a time.
The reason I joined the Core Gazette is that I love to write and put together newsletters.
I’ve been involved in writing since I was a little girl and putting together the Core Gazette
is my way of contributing to this wonderful Apple family.
We are going into our 3rd year as an Apple family and moving to the program was the best
decision ever. The teachers are phenomenal, the families are welcoming and the staff are
terrific.
I couldn’t create a great edition without the help of our Classroom reporters and our
unofficial photographer, Diane. Thank you!
Enjoy your summer 😊 See you in September!
Rebecca Summerfield
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Since we are heading into summertime, all birthdays for June, July and August
are included in the edition. If your friend is on this list, go find them and
make them feel special by telling them happy birthday 😊
M., Elizabeth – November 21 was missed. Sorry Elizabeth!

JUNE BIRTHDAYS

P, Sheldon 3-Jun
H, Jordan 5-Jun
F, Thomas 8-Jun
G. Lucas

8-Jun

H, Charlie 21-Jun
H, Sophia 22-Jun
W, Kendall 24-Jun
B, Brianna 26-Jun
G, Oliver

26-Jun

G, Jacob

27-Jun

B, Athena 29-Jun
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JULY BIRTHDAYS
C, Maisie

1-Jul

W, Elliot

3-Jul

W, Kingsley 3-Jul
H, Travis

4-Jul

J, Aayden

4-Jul

S, Charlotte 4-Jul
K, Aubrey

8-Jul

P, Iliana

8-Jul

R, Auburn

8-Jul

L, Summer

9-Jul

C, Abbigale 10-Jul
N, Elijah

10-Jul

Q, Trevor

12-Jul

S, Nolan

14-Jul

G, Gabriella 17-Jul
M, Claire

17-Jul

M, Emma

17-Jul

S, Logan

18-Jul

G, Lucas

21-Jul

J, Braiden

21-Jul

M, Tyler

21-Jul

C, Nathan

22-Jul

A, Carson

25-Jul

V, Emmitt

27-Jul
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AUGUST BIRTHDAYS

R, Daniela

1-Aug

M, Greyson 5-Aug
W, Willow 6-Aug
G, Adelaide 9-Aug
B, Makayla 13-Aug
M, Autumn 14-Aug
W, Kian

15-Aug

M, Lili

17-Aug

G, Logan

22-Aug

W, Caleigh 23-Aug
C, Isabella 28-Aug
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GRADUATION COMMITTEE EVENTS
Thank you so much for a successful fundraising year, thanks to the Graduation Committee
Great job!!

SOCIAL COMMITTEE EVENTS
Upcoming events!!!
Thank you for all of your hard work, Social Committee!! If you have any questions, please
email social@appleprogram.ca
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FUNNY JOKES

1. Q: When can kids jump higher than their camping tent?
A: Always – because tents can’t jump.
2. Q: What did the little boy say when he found a spider in his tent
A: Aaaaaahhhhhhhh!
3. Q: What type of footwear do frogs wear camping during the summer?
A: Open toad shoes.
4. Q: During the summer, when do you go at red and stop at green?
A: When you’re eating a slice of watermelon.
5. Q: Why was the family so tired after returning from summer vacation?
A: They flew all the way home.
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MS. HILL’S GRADE 3/4/ CLASS
The year has flown by and Ms. Hill’s group of eager grade threes and fours are another year
wiser and a whole lot taller—even taller than Ms. Hill! And while they are not sad to be done
with the EQAO, they are definitely sad to be done with the year.
The last few months have been busy, especially for the grade threes, but the grade fours
have been so good about helping their friends through the EQAO process. An example of
this was their “escape the woods” activity which paired off students to answer tough math
questions and word problems to get out of the woods. Once Marenna and Bella found their
way out, the others were quick to follow.

Where else do you find numeracy skills and teamwork? In the kitchen of course! The kids
headed out to Growing Chefs for a fun and interactive day of cooking (and eating!). They
made cheddar and chive biscuits, chicken and vegetable soup, asparagus risotto, and fruit
cake complete with their own decorative plating.
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Finally, while the kids are excited for their new adventures next year, they are sad that
Preston will be going to a new school. He and his family will be greatly missed from the
APPLE community and we wish him all the best at his new school.

Have a great summer, everyone! And don’t forget to check out your local library and sign
up for the summer reading program. See you in September!
http://m.lpl.ca/category/tags-describe-content/td-summer-reading-club-2019\
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MRS.HUFFMAN’S GRADE 7/8 CLASS UPDATE
It’s a bitter sweet time of year – the grade 8s are moving onto the next phase of life,
while the grade 7s start getting excited about being the grade 8s next year.
A great amount of work has been done to make sure that the grade 8s have a fantastic
graduation and I want to personally thank everyone for their dedication and commitment
throughout the year.
Their year end trip was to Niagara Falls! From the Bird Kingdom, to the Falls, to Cliffton
Hill, the day was long but the memories are forever.
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I hope that you’ve enjoyed the June edition of the Core Gazette, the final edition for the
2018-19 school year. All feedback is welcome!
A big thank you to our Class Reporters (without them, we wouldn’t have such great
articles!):
➢
➢
➢
➢

Mrs. Szicsak’s class – Christen St.Jean
Mrs. Mayberry’s class – Tina Grozelle
Ms. Doyle’s class – Shauna Roy
Ms. Hill’s class – Kylene Walker

➢ Mrs. Zimmer – Natasha Hockley
➢ Malloy – Jenny Legros
➢ Mrs. Huffman – Rebecca Summerfield
The Core Gazette will be a monthly publication for the year. Please submit all submissions
by the 15th of every month.

Rebecca Summerfield
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